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Model:                       Borner super sport 702, (703, 708)
Caliber/Ammo:          cal. 4,5 mm (.177) steel BB
Case material :          alloy metal 
System:                     CO2-Pistol
Projectiles:                Steel BBs
Magazine capacity:   6 BBs
Energy:                    < 3,0 JouleEnergy:                    < 3,0 Joule
Velocity:                   120 m/s 
Weight:                     890 g, (1040 g, 800 g) 

TECHNICAL DATA
Borner super sport 702, (703, 708)
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Revolver BORNER super sport 702, (703, 708)

Grip cover
Cylinder in a revolver
False cartridge brass
Cylinder release
Trigger
Rear sight
Front sightFront sight
Cylinder retention screw
Gun hammer
Arbor
Side screw of rear sight 
Top srew of rear sight

Parts of the Airgun Revolver:

Complete equipment :

Instruction



Preparation for use:

Insert the cylinder CO². Tighten the cylinder retention screw (8). 
Replace grip cover (1). 

Remove the grip cover rearward exposing the CO² housing (1). 
Unscrew a cylinder retention screw (8).
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Aiming device adjustment (11,12)
For side correction use a side screw of rear sight ( to the left- to the right).
For upright correction use the upper screw of rear sight (up and down).

Remove forward a cylinder in a revolver release lever (4). 
Pull down the cylinder in a revolver (2) and take out false 
cartridge brasses (3). 
Load the false cartridge brasses with  steel BBs.  
Insert the loaded false cartridge brasses (3) 
and the cylinder in a revolver (2) back.

Your airgun revolver is ready to shoot.Your airgun revolver is ready to shoot.
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